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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
This. proposal  for- a Directive aims to ensure that  Directive 86/378/EEC on  equal treatment . 
fo! men and women  in· occupational  social  security  schemes,  adopted on -24 July 1986,  is 
consistent with Article  119 of the Treaty as interpreted by the Court o(Justice. 
In  its Barberjudgment of 17  May  1990°' and  in  subsequent  interpreting judgments<2>,  iri 
particular its judgment of 14- December 1993  (Case C-:152/91  Moroni), the Court of Justice 
of the European Communities acknowledges that all forms of occupational pension- and, in 
turn, ali  forms of benefit deriving from  employees' occupational social  s~curity schemes13> -
.cqnstitute  (ln  element of pay within  the meaning of Article 119 of the EC Treaty,  which· 
provides for equal  pay for men and women.  · 
Since Article 119. of the Treaty is directly applicable and may be relied upon by individuals 
before the national courts against both'public and private employers<
4>,  It dOes not permit any 
derogation  from  the  prins;iple  of equal  treatment.  Consequently,  certain  provisions  of 
Directive 86/3 78/EEC of  24 July 1986 on equal treatment for men and women in occupational 
social  security  schemes,  providing  for  derogation  from  the  principle  of equal  treatment 
(particularly- with  regard  tci  1etirement  age  and  survivors'  benefits,  ·ArtiCle 9  of 
Directive 86/378/EEC) are  now invalid  as  far  as  paid  workers  are-·concerned, ·since  such 
persons can invoke Article 119 of the Treaty before national authorities, this Article being a 
.·provision ·of primary law which prevails over Directive 86/378/EEC, the latter being only an 
instrument of secondary legislatio-n.  It is clear that Article 119 _of the Treaty does npt apply· 
to self-employed workers, in respect of whom Directive 86/378/EE~ remains wholly valid. 
In  the interests of legal  certainty and  Clarity,  and  in  order to avoid  any  confusion f<?r  the 
national authorities which are required to apply Community law, the Commission is therefore 
compelled to put forward this proposal for a Directive amending Directive 86/378/EEC in 
(1) 
(2)  . 
(3) 
(~) 
ECR 1990, p.  1889. 
ECR 1993  1-4879, judgment of6 October 1993, Case C-109/93 Ten Oever. 
ECR 1993  1..:6591, judgment ef 14 December 1993, Case C-110/91  Moroni._ 
ECR 1993  1-6953, judgement of 22 December 1993, Case C-152/91  Neath.  _ 
ECR 1994 1-4389, judgment of 28  September 1994, Case C-200/91  Coloroll. 
ECR 1994 1-4435, judgment of 28  September 1994, Case C-408/92 Smith. 
ECR 1994 1-4527, judgment of 28  September 1994, Case C-28/93 Van den Akkh. 
ECR 1994 1-4541, judgment of 28  September -1994, Case C-128/93 Fisscher. 
ECR 1994 1-4583, judgment of 28  September 1994, Case C-57/93 Vroege. 
_ ECR.1994 1-4471, judgment of 28  September 1994, Case C-7/93  Beune  ..  1 
"Occupational  social  security  schemes"  means  any  scheme  which  originates  in  a 
contract of employment between a worker and  a given employer,  except stahitory . 
schemes p_roper  and insurance and pension contracts concluded privately without the 
employer being involved.  - · 
ECR  1976  p.  455,  judgment ·of 8  April  1976,  Case  43/75  Defrenne  v  Sabena 
("Defrenne II").  · 
2 order to:cnsurc consislcm:y with Artide  JJC) of lhe Treaty. The proposed amendmcnts.s  c 
only to transpose 'the case law of the Court, and  this prqposal .for a [}irective ·is ·ef·a  ~Jlt  y·. 
declaratory nature. The legal  .basis :chosen  is Article TOO ·since  the :pr.oposed 'amendm  :s 
· relate ori!y 'to ~paid workers. 
The proposeo:amendments·ar.e summarised;in Ariide 1  ... 1\rfide :2;has·:to<do with:fhe•if.fec  e 
date oftr1m~osi11g the Directive. ArtiCles 3 and 4 contain.the:.st:an:dara final;pr.oviSions·in  y 
proposal ffor~a Directive. 
.Article 1 
1.  Amendment 'Concer.ning AdiCie 2 of Directive 86/37:-8/E'EC 
Following-the jucigment .of T7 May T990 it has proved ·necessary for this Artide to :be u  .e 
consistent  with  Article .1T9  .of the Treaty as  interpreted  qy ·the ·Court of Justi.ce, whe  y 
occupatiomil  schemes :are :to be tclken :as  meaning all  schemes originating in the .contrac  ,f 
employment between a worker and  employer except the statutory schemes not  covere~  y 
Article  119 .and  insurance -or  pension .contracts  concluded privately  without the .empl  :r 
being involved.  As aTesul:t, .the dero_gations  in  Article 2(2){a) and (b) are now valid onl)  1r 
self-employed workers.  As facas the derogation under Articie2{2)(d)is .concerned, the  :;t 
indent  remains  unchanged  since the Court  has  confirmed, in ,its  Coloroll  judgment,  - tt 
optional  arrangements  available  to -:employees  for  the  purpose ·of guaranteeing :additi  tl 
benefits ,are not .covered .by  Article J 19 of the Treaty. On .the other-hand, the second .im  t, 
which provides :for derogation from th:e·principl.e of·.equal :treatment .in .terms-of the·dat  n 
which norma1 benefits are .to ·start or .a choice between several ~benefits available ·.to worl  3, 
has to be .amended and restricted 'to self-employed ·persons. 
2.  Amendm-ent concem'ing .krtide 3 
An  addition ·has lo :be ·made to  A-rti.cle  3  dealing· with ·persons .covered by the ..Directi'  .n 
order to include merribers of the families of  the workers concerned .and their .suc.cessors, :  ;;e 
the. Directiv:e must :apply also :to 'imrviv.ors'  pensions (benefits  for .surviving ·spouses  -:d 
orphans), fam"ily  ~benefits, 'etc. 
j_  korendment concerning ArtiCle 6 
This ArtiCle, and more parti.cularly paragraphs (h) and (i), has been redrafted to take ac1  1t 
of comnients ·made  by _government ·experts  and  other parties in the .course of prelim  y 
consultations ·with a v.iew .to _preparing  the proposal for ·a Directive, calling for .clarifi<  n 
of this Artide 'in the light of:.the .case law .of.the Court of.Justice. 
The Court, ·in its judgments of 22  ~December 1993 (Case C-152/91 Neath) and 28 .Sept(  ~r 
1994 (Case G-200/91 Coloroll), has specified that empLoyees' contributions under a de;  .l-
benefit .scheme where the .emplqyer undertakes .to grant a final benefit must be the same  :e 
they constitute an elemenLofpay within the meaning of Article 11-9 of the Treaty. The  .e 
argument applies to employees'  contributions under  defined-contribution  schemes.  0  1e 
3 
\·  . other hand, the employer's contributions under a d~fined~benefit scheme do not constitute pay 
within  the  meaning  of the  said  Article,  since  the  funding  arrangements  adopted  by  the 
employer to  secure a  final  benefit· which  is  the  same for both  sexes may  take  account of 
· actuarial  calculation factors differing according to sex.  The same applies in  the event of the 
. trarisfer of rights acquired  under a  defi~ed-benefit scheme to another scheme, for instance . 
owing. to  a  change of job~ whert?  the. sums transferred may  differ as .a  result  of women 
requiring higher sums to purchase the same entitlements as men in  the same situation. · 
While the Court delivered a clear judgment on defined-benefit schemes, it did not rul,e on the 
question of  ~n employer's contributions paid in the context of defined-contribution s.chemes 
where the employer promises a"defined" contribution and, consequently, the benefits finally 
paid to employees may differ according to sex to take account of  actuarial calCulation factors. 
However,  in  the  light  of the  case  law  of the  <;ourt,  particularly·  in  the. judgment .  of .· 
9 November  1993  (Case C-132/92 Birds Eye Walls)<
5>,  it is  considered that the amount of 
such contributions may differ if the aim is to equalize the amount of the final benefits or to 
make. them  more ·nearly equal  for both sexes.  · 
In view of the foregoing, it is proposed to redraft Article 6(h) and (i) as follows:  · 
l.  With regard to benefits paid by occupational  schemes, the rule· is that such  benefits 
must be equal for both sexes except in the case of  defined-contribution schemes where · 
the schemes may take account of actuarial calculation factors differing according to 
sex (Article 6(h)). 
2.  As regards employees' contributions, the rule is that such contributions qmst be equal· 
for both sexes in  all  cases. 
3.  Where employers' contributions are concerned, the rule is that they mustbe equal, but 
they may differ to take account of actuarial calculation factors varying according to 
- sex, ·in the case of:  ·  · 
defined-contribution schemes, if  the aim  is to equalize the amount of the final  · 
benefits or to make them more nearly equal for both sexes (the employer is ri'ot 
obliged to pay higher contributions for either of the sexes, but may opt to do 
so)~  ·  ·  · 
funded  defined-benefit  schemes  where  the  employer's  contributions  are·· 
intended to ensure the adequacy of  the funds necessary to cover the cost of  the 
defined benefits, which should be the same for men and women in the same 
· situation. 
4.  Amendment of Article 8 · 
Article 8 has to be amended to take account of the situation arising from the case law of  t~e · 
Court -in  the Barber Case and subseqm,mt judgments.  · 
(5)  ECR 1993  I p.  5579, Birds Eye Walls/Friedel M.  Roberts. 
4 Consequently, paragraphs  I and 2 specify, on the one hand, that the target date of I Ja01 
1993  now applies only to seJf.:.employed  workers and,  on the other hand,  that the· Dire<: 
may  not apply to self-employed workers in connection with  rights and olJligations rel'atin 
a period of membership of an occupational scheme prior to revision> of  that scheme foJlov 
the adoption ofthe Directive. The Barber judgment and,: s~bsequent  Judgments concemin~ 
appliCation of Article 119 relate only to paid workers. 
5.  Amendment of Article 9  · 
y 
e 
) 
IJ 
:::> 
e 
The derogations provided for in ArtiCle 9(a), (b) and (c) are now valid only for se[f-empllc  d 
workers, 
With the judgment of 17  May  1990 these derogations have become null  ancf void' for J  d 
workers,  who are covered by  Article ll9 .of the  Treaty.  From this date,  schemes. for J  d 
workers must safeguard the princi"ple of equal treatment for men and women with regar1  o · 
the age of entitlement to an old-age or retirement pension, the granting of  survivors' be&«  s 
and employees' contributions·. 
Directive 86/378/EEC,  as·  adopted  on  24  July  1986,  provides  for  equality  in  emplo~  s' 
contributio.ns,  albeit  from  30 July  1999 (Article 9(c)).  This derogation is no longer '  d 
following the judgment of l7 May  1990 (Barber) and the judgments of 22 December 1  3 
(Neath) and 28  September 1994 (Coloroll). The level of employees' contributions is a fa  •r 
. in  the negotiations between employees and employers and therefore constitutes an eler  1t 
of pay within the meaning of Article ll9 of the Treaty. 
Consequently,  the  new  version of Article 9  seeks  to clarify the  situation,  namely  that  e 
exemptions remain valid,.. for self.:Cmployed workers only, as long as the 1987 proposa:  1r 
a  dire.ctive~ [COM(87) 494  final  of 23 October  I987J is· not adopted  [Article 9 (2)(a),  •} 
and (c)J. 
. Article 2' 
This Article refers to the effective date for measures to transpose the proposed ameridrr 
and takes account of  the Barber judgment of J.7  May 1990 as clarified by the Court ofJu 
·in connected judgements and the supplementary Protocol annexed to- the Union Treaty. 
Thus1 the retroactive effect of the Directive for paid workers is established as  17 May 
except  in  the case of  workers  or those  claiming under them  who have,  before that 
initiated legal proceedings or raised an equivalent claim under the applicable national h 
safeguard their rights. 
For  these  persons  only,  the  DireCtive  may  have  retroactive  effect  encompassing  be 
attributable to employment before 17 May  1990 back to 8 April  1976<6),  the date on , 
Artic~e 119 was declared to be  dir~ctly applicable. 
(6)  See abovementio?ed Defrenne II judgment. 
5 
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However;  for Member States acceding to the Coinmun\ty·aftcr 8 April  1976,  th~ ,:etrmu.:tivc 
date applying t_o transposal measures is the date of application· of ArtiCle  119 provided for in 
their Act ~fAcces~ion.  - - - - ·  - -
For-Member· States  accedi~gto the Community Jtfter 17 -May  1990, namely. Austria, Finland 
and  Sweden, the date of application is  1 January  1994 in  accordance with the EEA Treaty. 
Paragraph 2- refer-s  to the possibility of  inv~king national  rules relating to the time limit for 
-bringing  actions  under  national-law ·applicable to  workers ·asserting  their  right to equal 
treatment  in  respect  of an  occupational· pension  scheme,  provided  that  they  are  not'-less  --
favourable for this type of-action than-for similar actions of a  dome~tic nature. and that they 
do not render_impossible in practice ~he exercise of Community law., 
Article 3 
This Article contains  st~mdard provisions .in  respect of the date for transposing the proposed 
amendments. The one-year pe_riod is reasonable for implt~menting amendments which merely 
adapt Directive 86/378/EEC in the light-ofth~-c~se law ofthe-Couri and make it consistent 
With  Article  119  __ oftheTreaty. 
- - •  ·:  -- -- I  - -
Moreover,  t~e Member States are asked to conform with the spirit of  the Treaty. on European 
UnionJ)y making reference_to the Directive in  any transposal measure.  _  - '  ~  .  .  ' 
Article 4 
Standtrd pr~wisioh as to entry into  f~rce. 
-Article 5 
- Standard provision stating that the Directive is addressed to the Member States  . 
. ·'  ' 
Ill.  JUSTIFICATION - FOR  THE  PROPOSAL  WITH  REGARD  TO  THE 
- ·PRINCIPLE -OF  SUBSIDIARITY 
Sine~ Al:ticle · n 9 of the treaty is a provi-sion of primary. law which· can  be altered only by 
_an  amendment to the  Tr~aty and  prev~ils over any  instrument of secondary legislation such 
as  Directive  86/3 7SIEEC,  it is advisable to  bring· the  latter into line -with  Article  119  as 
interpreted  by  the 'Court -of-_-Justice  and  _confirmed  by- the  twelve  Heads  of State  __  and 
Government irt Maastricht. A proposal for a directive is therefore the only.way ofdoing this. 
-< With this in. fuind,  the Commission is  presenting_ this  proposal  for a DireCtive  amending  -
Directive 86i3 78/EEC  in-- order _to  avoid  any  possible  confusion  on- the  pait-of-national 
autherities atalllev.els which are called upon to apply Community law, cmd in ·order to ensure. 
the transparency and effectiveness ofCoinmunity iaw.  ·  · 
"6 IV.  CONSULTATION PROCESS 
The  Commission  has  on  several  occasions  consulted  government experts,  European-level 
pension fund, and actuary representatives, the Advisory Committee on Equal Opportunities and 
the social partners on the proposed amendment of Directive 86/378/EEC in the light of the 
Barber judgment and subsequent judgments.  ,-·  ·  · 
There has been broad consensus for  adjusting the text of Directive 86/378/EEC to  make it 
. consistent with the case law of the Court interpreting Article  119 of the Treaty. 
It should be noted that.the Commission, in a,ccordance with the Agreement on the European 
·Economic Area,  has also consulted EFT  A States which are contracting parties to the EEA. 
namely Norway and Iceland. 
V.  APPLICATION IN THE' EEA STATES 
.  . 
Article i 19 of.. the Treaty and Directive 86/3 78/EEC form part of the acquis conimunautaire 
of the  Agreement  on the  European Economic Area entering into force  with  effect  from  . 
1 January  1994. 
Article  119  qf  the  Treaty  corresponds  to  Article 69  of  the  EEA  Agreement. 
Directive 86/378/EEC features in the list of instruments of secondary legislation concerning 
the application of Article 69 (point 20 of Annex xVIII).  ·  · 
7 Proposal  for a 
COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
amending Directive 86/378/EEC on the implcp;tcntation of  the printiple of 
equal treatment for men and women in occupational social security  ~chemes 
' THE .COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
. 1  ·  ·  Having · regard  t~ the  TreatY.  establishing  the  European  Comm~nity, and  i~  particular 
·Article 100  th~reof, ·  - ~ .. 
_Having regard to the proposal frpm the Commission<
1>; 
'.  .··  .  .  - '  .  .  ., 
Having regard·to the opi~ionof  the  Euro~~~n Parliament<
2>, . 
. - - .\  . 
Having regard to the opinion 'of the Economic and  Soci~ Committee<
3>, 
.- - .  I  .  .·  .  .  .· 
Whereas · Arti_cle J 119  of the  Treaty  provides  that  each  Member ·State  shall  ensure  the -
application of the principle that men and women should receive equru  pay for equal  work;· 
- whereas "pay"  should be taken to mean the ordinary _basic  or minimum wage or salary and, 
any  other .consideration, whether in  cash or iri  )dnd,  which the· worker receives, directly or· 
indirectly, from  his employer in respect of his employmertt; 
Whereas, in its judgment qf 17 May i 990, in  Case~262/88 Barber v Guardian R~yal Exchange 
Assurancec
4>,  the. Court of Justice of.the European Communities acknowledges that all forms 
. of  occupational pension constitute an element of pay within the meaning of  Article II9  .. of  the . 
Treaty~  - .  . 
Whereas, in the abovementioned Judgment, as clarified by the judgment of 14 -December 1991 
(Case-C-110/91  MoroniP>, the-Cou-rt clearly defines its position as regards the-attual scope 
of Article  119  of the  Treaty,- stating  that  discrimination ·between .meri  ~nd women  in 
occupational  social 'security  schemes 'is prohibited  in  general  and: not  only  in  respect of . 
establishing. the age of  entitlement· to a pension or when ail occupational pension is offered  · / 
1 
• 
"by 'way of compensation for compulsory retirement on economic.grounds;.·  . 
- - .  .  .  - - .  - r··  -
.Whereas, in accordance. with the Protocol concerning Ar:ticle. 119 of the Treaty establishing 
the European Community, signed in  Maastricht by th~ twelve Heads of State and Government, .. 
for the puipqses of applying.Article 119, benefits under occupational social security schemes 
shall  n·ot be considered as remuneration if and in so· far as they are'·attributable to periods of 
employmenLprior to 17,May  1990, except in the caseof workers or those claiming. under 
them  ':Vho  have,  before- that date,  initiated iegal proceeding's or raised an· equivR1:ent  claim 
under the applicable national law; .  ., 
(I) 
-_12) 
: (3) 
(~) 
- . (5). 
QJ_No 
OJ  No 
. OJ No· 
[1990] ECR I-1889. 
(1993] ECR I-6591. Whcr~as, .in. irs .imfgmcnls of 2R  S'eplemhcr  1'!9/l("l' (Case C'-S7/9J  Vnll~g~~ v  N(IV lusliluul 
voor  Volkshuisvestin~t BV  ar1<1'  ( :ase ( :-12XN3  h.ssdrcr v  Voorhuis llcn£cln B V  )~  the' ( 'ourl. 
ruled  'that  the  Protocol'  concerning.  Aitide  I'  J-9  of  the  Treaty  establishing  the 
European Community, annexed to the Treaty on European  Union,  does not affect the right 
to join an  occupationa~ pension scheme, which continues to be governed by the judgment of 
13. May  1986 in Case· 170/84 Bilka-Kaufltiuis GmbH v HartP>, and that the limitation of the 
effects in  time• of  the Judgment of l7 May  1990 in Case C-262/88 Barber v Guardian Royal 
· Exchange  Assurance  Group' does  not  apply  to  the  right  to join an  occupational  pension 
scheme; 
Whereas,  in  its:  j'udgment  of 6  October  199:3  (Case  C-1 09/91 · Ten  Oever)<
8J  and  in 
its judgments  of  14  December  1993  (Case  C-110/91  Moroni),  22  December  1993 
(Case C-1 52/91  Neatlii
9> and  28  September  1994  (Case C-200/91  Color611)
00>,  the  Cowt 
. confirms that, by virtue of the judgment of 17  May  1990 (Case C-262/88 ~arber), the direct 
effect. of Article 119 of the Treaty may be relied  upon,  for the purpose of claiming equal 
..  treatment in the matter of occupational pensions, only in relation to benefits payable in respect 
of periods  of service subsequent to  17  May  1990,  except in  the case of workers  or those 
Claiming  under  them  who  hav~, before  that  date,.  initiated  legal  proceedings  or  raised  an 
equivalent claim  under the appJ.icable national law;· 
Whereas, in i'tsjudgments of 6 October 1993  (Case C-109/91  Ten Oever) and 28  September 
1994 (Case C-200/9t Coloroll}, the Court further confirms that the limitation ofthe effects 
in  time  of the  Barber judgment  applies  to  survivors'  pensions  and,  consequently,  equal 
treatment in this matter may be claimed only in relation to periods· of service subsequent to 
17  May  i 990,  except  in  the  case  of those  who  have,  before  that  date,  initiated  legal 
proceedings or raised an  equivalent claim under the applicable national law; 
Whereas,  moreover,  in  its  judgments of 22  December  1993  (Case  C-152/91  Neath)  a~d 
28  September  1994 (Case C-200/9l  Coloroll),  the Court· specifies that the contributions of 
male and female workers to a defined-benefit pension scheme must be the same, since· they 
are covered by Article  119 of  the Treaty, whereas inequality of employers' contributions paid 
under funded defined-benefit schemes, which is due to the use of actuarial  factors differing 
according to  sex, is not to be assessed  in  the light of Article  119; 
Whereas,  in  its judgments of 28  September  1994°
1
) (Case C-408/92 Smith v Advel  Systems 
and Case C-28/93  Van den Akker v Stichting Shell Pensioenfonds), the Court specifies that 
Article .119  of the Treaty precludes an  employer who adopts measures necessary to comply 
with  the Barber judgment of 17 May  1990 (C-262/88) from  raising the retirement age for 
women to that for men in relation to periods of service completed between 17 May 1990 and 
the date on which those measures come into force;  on the other hand, as regards periods of 
service completed after the latter date, Article  119 does not prevent an employer from taking 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(lfl) 
(II) 
[1994] ECR 1-4541  and [1994] ECR 1-4583, respectively. 
[1986] ECR 1-1607. 
[1993] ECR 1-4879. 
[1993] ECR 1-6953. 
[1994]'ECR 1-4389. 
[1994] ECR I-4435 and [1994] ECR l-4527, respectively. 
·9 :·I'. 
.  ,.,. 
./, 
. that step;  as regards periods of service prior to.  17  May  1990,· Community law imposed rio. 
obI i  gati on. which· wouldj  ustify retroactiVe r~ducti  on. ofthe adval}tages wh-ich women en  j  oy~c(' 
..  -
WhFeas, in-its judg~ent_of  28 S~ptember !994 (case  C-200/9l,'CoH~;oH), the Cout1 spe~ifies~ 
that  additional benefits stemmirigfrom· contributions paidby employees on a pu·rely voluntary· 
· basis are riot covered by Article: i 19 of the T~eaty;  ·  ·  · ·  ·· 
Whereas the  .. Commission's third _·medium-term  action programme on equal opportunities for 
: werrien and men (199J..,95Y
12lemphasizes once more-the adop~ion of  sui.table measures to take:_ 
.·account·. of the cohsequen~es of  the judgment of 17  May _1 ~90 in  C~se  262/88 (~arber);  -
'  - - .-.--
Whereas .  -that·  juogment  (:lutomatically  ·_  inyalidates - __ certain · · provi-sions  of 
Co~ncil· Directive 86/37S/EEC(n> in respect of_ paid ~woikers;·_ _  _ 
Wh~reas Article ·II  9  0~ th~- Treaty  is. directly' applicab,~e and.-_cari be' irivqked  before  the  -,  . 
national courts againstany employer, whether .a private persori or a legal  perso~~ and whereas 
it is for these courts to-safeguard the rights w~ich  that provision confers on individuals; 
. · Whereas,  qn ·grounds of 1  egal  certainty,. it is· ne~essary to. amend -Directive S(?/3 78/EE_C in 
ohler to ad~pt the provisions which are affected by the Barber case]aw;~  .. 
•.  '  •  .!  •  ~  •  •  .  •  :.  ::  '  •  • 
'.  ~  .. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS. DlRECTIVE: 
'  . ,  ~  . 
Article .1 
. Dir~cti~e 86/378/EEC is amended as folldws: 
.  - .··.  '  .  ',  ' 
1.  . Article 2:·is replaced by the following:· 
'  (12) 
1.- Occupational  social  security schemes"  means  .sche_mes · not  governed· by  . 
Directive 7917/EEC whose Pllrpose i_sto provide workerstwhether employee·s 
: or  self-employed,  ·in  'an·_  undertaking .  or  group  of undertakings, -area  .. of 
.economic  activity, 'occupational 'sector or group of sectors  with  benefits 
intended. to:supplem~nt the  benefits  pro~ided by .statutory  -soCial sectirity · 
schemes :or  to  replace  ·them,  whether  membership  of ·such 'schemes-- ·is.· 
compulsory or o~tionaL ·  .  ·." 
2.  - .  This  Directiv~ does riot apply to:  ·· 
,  r', 
(a): 
. (b) 
.... (c) 
.. individual contracts for S:e]f.:employed workers,  . '  ' 
.  schemes for  self~employed workers  __ having only one member,  ~ .. 
.. insunince contracts to whicli theemp!oyer is not a  party, in the:case'of· 
paid workers,  .  '  . 
'·: 
OJ No C  142, 31.5.·1991,  p.-1 .· 
<BJ  -OJ No L225,  12.8~1986, p.40:. 
.  . .  ~  '  . 
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·, . 
.  . ·\ 
(d)  .  optional· provisions of occupational  schemes  o'll'ered  to  participants 
individually to guarantee them: 
either additional  benefits, or 
a choice of date on which the normal benefits for sell'...:cmploycd 
workers will start, or a ·choice·between, several benefits."  _ 
2.  Article 3 is :replaced by the following: 
I  .·-.  • 
3. 
·"Article J 
This.Directive. shall  apply  -to-~members··of the  working  population· including  self.;·:_., 
·;employed persons, persons whose activity is interrupted by illness, maternity, accident 
or involuntary -unemployment and persons. seeking employment, to retired ap.d disabled  _  . 
workers and to those claiming undertht(m."  · ·  .  ..  ·  I·  .  ' 
Article ·6  is ·replaced by the following: 
··."Article 6 
.1.  Provisions  contrary  to  the principle of equal ·treatment. shall  inClude  those. 
based on sex, either directly or indirectly, in particular by reference t0 marital 
or family  status, for: 
.(a)  determining. the  -persons  who  may· participate  m  an  occupational 
scheme; 
(p)  fixing  the· compulsory·  or  optional  . nature  of  participation  m  an 
occupational  scheme; 
(c) ·  -laying down  d~fferent rules as regards the age of entry intothe scheme 
or-the minimum period of employment or membership of the scheme 
required to obtain the benefits thereof; 
(d)  laying down different rules, except as provided for in points (h) and (i}, . 
. for the reimbursement of contributions when a workerleaves a scheme 
. without having fulfilled the conditions guaranteeing. a deferred right to · 
long-term be·nefits;  · 
{e)- ·  setting different  conditions for the granting of benefits or  restricting 
such benefits to workers of one or other of the sexe's; 
(f)  · fixing different retirement ages; 
(g)  suspending  the  retention  or  acquisition· of rights  during  periods  of 
maternity leave or leave for family reasons which are granted by law 
or agreement and are paid ·by the employer; 
11 \  .  -
.. 
4. 
"- ' 
,.,_. 
5. 
·'.. 
(h) . 
(i) 
setting differentl~vels <>f  h~nefi.t, exc-ept in: so  fai·  as may be necessary 
to take· acct-lunt  of actuarial  calculation factors wh.ich  di-ffer  accoi·di1~g  .· 
·.to sexiri'th~ l:a~c t>f(Jcf1rl~d-"c();ltributi()n ·schc1ncs;  ·  -·  ·  .···  ·  · 
I~  ' 
.  - ~  .  -
setting  different levels-for ,workers' contributions;  . 
setting different levels for employers' contributions, except 
in  the  ca~e of defined:conttibution  schemes  if the  airn  isdo 
equiilize t,he: amount of  the final  ben_efits. otto make them more 
nearly equal for· both sexes;,  ·.  ·  .  -
,in 'the·  cas~: _of  funded,' defined-benefit  schemes  where  'the 
employer's CO!'Jtributions are inteJ?oded.to ensUre the adeqli~cy.of . 
the funds necessary to cover the cost of the benefits. defined; 
G)  ' '  laying down different standards or ~tandards applicable only towqrkers 
~f a 'specified  sex,  except ·as provided 'ror in: points (h) and  (i};- as  . 
regards the !,1-uarahtee  or retention of  ~ntitlemeri.t to· deferred benefits 
when a workerl_eaves a schenie,  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
2~  -,  - Wher~-_the grantingbf benefits within the sco.pe of this Directive is left to  the 
discretion of. the scheme's management bodies, the latter must comply with the_ 
prinCiple of equal treatment.":  -.  ·  ·  · 
Artid~- 8 is replaced by .the-following: 
1. 
2. 
· Member .States shall take the ·necessary steps  t~_ enstire.thatthe-provisions of 
occupational' schemes for S;elf-employed  workers contrary to the  princ~ple of 
. equal treatment are revised with effect from },January :} 993 at the_latest.  . 
.  ..  '  '  '·  .  .  .,  •.  '  .. 
This Directi~e shall  not pre¢lude rigbtsand obligati~ns relating to a p~riod of 
. memb_ership  of an. occupational  scheme for: self.;.employed  workers  prior to 
. reVision of that  s~heme  from remaining subj~ct to the pr~>Visions of  the ~cheme 
iiiJorce during thatperiod.  n  .  •  .  '  .  .  -
· Article/ 9 is re.placed ·by the folloWing: 
.  . 
:J  ·_' 
''Article 9 
. As" regards schemes for self-:eniployed workers, Member States may defer compulsory 
- application o(the principle of equal treatlnent With  i~gard td: ,  -·  ·  · ·  - .  ·  ··  .  .  .  .  '  .  - ..  .  - . 
.  ·, 
(a)'  . determination of pensionable  age for thegrartting of old-age· or retirement 
pensions,  ~mq the p()ssible implications for other benefits:·  · 
. either untii  the  date.  on  which such ·equaiicy i~ achieved in' statutory 
schemes;  - ·  ·  ·  - ·  - · 
or, at the latest; until  such :equality is  p;~scribed ~Y a directive; 
>12  .· 
·:..... __ 
' .  .t (.  J 
1. 
(b)  survivors' pensions until a directive establishes the principle of equal treatment 
in  statutory social  security schemes in  that regard; 
, . (c)·  ·the application of the first subparagraph of point (i) of Article  6(1:)  to take . 
. ·account of the  different  actuari at  calculation  factors,  at the  latest. until  the · · 
expiry o(a thirteen-year period as from  the notification of this Dir~ciive." 
Article 2 
Any ~easure implementing  .. this Directive,  as  regards  paid workers,  must  cover all  ~ 
benefits derived from  periods of employment subsequent to  t7 :May  1990- and shall · 
apply retroactively to that date, .without prejudice to workers or those claiming under 
them who  have~ before that; date,  initiated legal  proceedings or raised an. equivalent 
claim under national  law.  In  that  event,  the  implementation measures must  apply 
retroactively to 8 April 1976 (or: for Member State~ which acced-ed to the Community 
after that date, the date on which Article 119 became applicable on their territory) and 
must. cover all the benefits derived from periods of  employment after that date. 
For Member States whose'accession.took place after 17 May 1990, the latter date is 
replaced by  1 January· 1994.  ·  · 
.  .  . 
2.  cParagraph  I  shall not affect national rules relating to time limits for bringing actions 
·under national law, which may be relied on against workers who assert their right to ·· 
. equal treatment in the context of an  octupat~onal pension scheme, provided that they 
are riot less favourable for that type of action than for similar actions of a domestic 
nature  and  that they  do  not  render  the  exercise of Commu~ity  Jaw impossible' -in 
practice. 
ArtiCle 3 
·1.  Member  States  shall -bring  into  f<;>rce  the  laws,.· regulations  and  administrative·. 
provisions  necessary, to  comply  with  this  Directive  by  1  July  1996.  They  shall 
immediately inform the Commission thereof.  · 
2. 
When Member States adopt these provisions, these shall  contain a reference to thi-s 
. Directive  or shall  be  accompanied  by  such  reference  at· the  time of their official 
· publication.  The procedure for such reference shall be adopted by. Member States. 
· Member States shall communicate to the Commission, at the latest t:wo years after. the. 
entry into force of  this Direc~ive, all information necessary to enable the Commission 
·to draw up a report on- the application of this Directive. 
Article 4 
'  - '  .  .  . 
This Directive shall .enter into force on the _twentieth  day following that of  its publication in 
the Official Journal of the European Communities. · 
l3 
'. 
·' .  ~ .. 
l . 
s 
;  .. 
; 
i 
Articles 
This Directive, is  addressed to the Men1her Slates. 
Done at Brussels, 
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For the Council 
The President · ·ANNEX I 
·PREVIOUS VERSION 
< 
COUNCIL 'DIRECTIVE 
_  ,.  of 24-July J  98(1 
on the implementation  o(~he  . 
.  principle ofequa)_treatmerit for 
. men and ·\VOmen in occupational 
social security schemes 
(86/3 78/EEC) 
Article J. 
The  object  of  this  Directive  is  to 
implement,  in  occupational  .  social · 
security schemes, the principle of equal 
treatment  for  men  and  women, 
hereinafter referred  to as "the .principle 
of equal treatment". 
Article 2 
1.  "Occupational  "social  security 
2: 
(a) 
·schemes"  means  schemes  not 
.·governed by Directive 79/7/EEC · 
· .- whose  purpose  is  to  provide 
wor~ers, whether  employees  or 
self-employed, in an undertaking 
or group of undertakings, area of 
economic activity or occupational 
sector or group of such  sectors, 
·with  benefits  intended  to 
supplement the benefits provided 
by  statutory  social  security 
schemes  or  to  replace  them, 
whether  membership  of  such 
schemes  1s  compulsory  or 
optional. 
This Directive qoes not apply: 
to individual contracts, 
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NEW VERSION 
,·,  Proposal for a  . · 
COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
amendin" Directive 86/378/EEC  _-
on the implementatrion of the principle · 
of equal treatment for men and women 
·in occupational· social security schemes 
1. 
2. 
(a) 
Article 1 
unchanged 
·Article 2 
"Occupational  social  security  .. 
schemes".  means  schemes  not· 
governed by·Directive 7917/EEC 
whose  purpose  is  to  provide -
workers,  whether  employees  or 
self-employed, in an undertaking 
or group of undertakings, area of 
economic  activity,  occupational 
sector  or group  of sectors  with 
benefits intended  to  supplement 
. the benefits provided by statutory 
social  security  schemes  or  to 
replace  · them,  whether 
membership of such  schemes is 
compulsory or optional.  · 
This Directive does not apply to: 
individual  contracts  for  self-
employed workers, 
.· .. ;,  __ . 
(b)  . to  schemes  . having  only  one 
member, 
-
(c)  in the case of salaried' workers, to 
insurance contracts to which the 
employer is not a party, 
(d)  to ·  optional  prov1s1ons  of 
occupational  schemes offered  to 
participants  individually  to 
guarantee them:  . 
either additional  benefits, 
or  .. 
a choice of date on which 
the  normal  benefits  will 
start, or a choice between 
several benefits. 
Article 3 
niis Directive shall apply to members of 
the  working  population  including  self-: 
employed  persons,  persons  whose 
activity  is  interrupted  by  illness, 
maternity,  accident  or  involuntary 
unemployment  and  persons  seeking 
employment, and to retired and disabled 
workers.  · 
Article 4 
This Directive shall apply to: 
(a)  occupational  schemes  which 
provide  protection  against  the 
following risks:  · 
sickness, 
invalidity, 
old  age~  including  early 
·  r~irement, 
industrial  accidents  and · 
occupational diseases, 
unemployment; . 
(b) 
(c) 
schemes  for  ...  self-employed 
workers·  having  only · · one 
member, 
insurance contracts to which the 
employer  is  riot  a party,  in  the 
.  case of paid workers, 
optional  prov1s1ons  of 
occupational  schemes  offered  to 
participants  individually  ·  .to 
guarantee them: 
either additional  benefits, 
or 
a choice of date on which 
. the  normal  benefits  fur 
self-employed  workers . 
will  start,  or  a  choiCe 
between several benefits. 
Article 3 
This Directive-shall apply to members of 
the  working  population  including  self-
employed·  ·persons,  persons  whose 
activity  is  interrupted  · by  iilmiss, 
maternity,  accident  or  involuntary 
unemployment  and  persons  seeking  · 
employrmint,  to  retired  .  arid  disabled 
workers , and  to  those  claiming  under 
them.·  ' 
Article 4 
Unchanged 
.  ...  .  ~  ~ 
16  . · (b).  occupational  schemes  which 
provide for other social  benefits, 
in  cash  or  in  kind,  and  in 
particular survivors' benefits and 
family .  allowances,  if  such 
benefits .  are  · accorded  . to 
1. 
. 'employed  ·persons  and:  · thus 
·constitute a consideration paid by 
the  employer  to the  worker by 
reason of  the latter's employment . 
·  ArticJe 5 · 
Under the conditions  laid  down 
· . in  the  following  provisions,  the 
principle  of  equal  treatment 
implies  that  there  shall  be  no 
discrimination  on  the  basis  of 
sex,  either 'directly  or indirectly, 
by  reference  iri  particular  to 
marital  or  family  status, 
especia11y  as regards: 
the scope of the schemes 
and  the  conditions  of 
access to them; 
the  obligation  to 
contribute  and  the 
calculation  of 
contributions; 
the  calculation  of 
benefits,  i ncl udi ng 
supplementary  benefits 
due in respect of a spouse 
or  dependants,  and  the 
conditions  governing  the 
duration  and  retention  of 
entitlement to benefits. 
2.  The principle of equal  treatment 
shall not prejudice the provisions 
relating  to  the  protection  of 
women by  reason of maternity. 
ArticJe 5 
Unchanged 
17 \. 
I. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
Article 6 
Provisions  contrary  to  the· 
principle of equal treatment. shall 
include those based  on sex, either 
. directly or indirectly; in particular 
by  reference to marital or family 
status, for:  · 
det~rn1ining the persons who may 
participate  m  an~  occupational 
scheme;  · 
fixing the compulsory or optional 
nature  of . participation  in  an 
occupational scheme; 
laying  down  different  rules  as 
regards the age of e-ntry into the  .  . 
scheme  or the  minimum  period 
of  employment pr membership of 
. thesch~rrie required to obtain the 
benefits thereof; · 
·laying  down'  different  rules, 
except  as  provided  for".  in 
subparagraphs (h) and (i), for the 
reimbursement  of  contributions 
where a worker leaves a scheme 
without  having  fulfilled  the 
conditions  !,JUaranteeing  him  a 
·deferred  right  to  long-term 
benefits; 
setting  different  conditions  for 
the  granting  of  benefits  of 
restricting  such  benefits  to 
workers  of one  or  other  of the 
sexes; 
fixing different  re~irement ages; . 
suspending  the  retention  ·or 
acquisition  of  rights  during 
periods  of  maternity  leave  or 
leave  for  family  reasons  which 
are granted ·by  law or agreement 
and are paid by  th~ employer; . 
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Article 6 
I.  ..  Provisions  contrary  to  the 
principle of equal treatment shall 
include those based ori sex, ejther 
direct(yorindirectly, in particular 
(a) 
•(b) 
(c} 
(d) 
· by  reference to marital or family 
status, for: 
determining the persons who may 
participate.· tn  an  occupational 
scheme; 
·fixing the compulsory or optional 
nature  of  participation  .  in  an 
occupational scheme;  . 
·laying  down  different  rules  as 
regards the age of entry  into the· 
·  8cheme  or the  minimum  period · 
of  employment or membership of 
the scheme required to obtain the 
benefits thereof; 
laying  down  different  rules, 
except as  provided for  in  points 
(h) and (i), for the reimbursement 
of contributions  when  'a  worker 
leaves  a  scheme without-having · 
ful-fi 1  I ed'. -rhe  conditions. 
guaranteeing  a  deferred  right to 
long~term benefits; ' 
-(e)  setting  different  conditions· for 
(f) 
(g) 
the  granting  of  benefits  or. 
restricting  · such  benefits  to 
workers  of one  or  other  of the 
sexes;  ~ 
fixing different retirement ages;  · 
suspending  the  retention  or 
acquisition  of  -rights  during 
periods  of  maternity  leave  or 
leave_ fqr  family  reasons  which  . 
are granted by law or agreement 
and are paid by the employer; " (h) 
(i) 
2. 
setting di ITerent levels of benefit, 
except  insofar  as  may.  be 
necessacy  to  take  account  of 
actuari"al  calculation  factors 
which differ according to sex  in 
die case, of benefits designated as 
contribution-defined; 
setting different levels of  worker 
contribution; 
setting  different·  levels.  of 
empl"oyer contribution in the case 
of  benefits  designated'  as 
contribution-defined, except. with 
a view to making the amouni of 
those benefits more nearly· eqpal; 
raying  down  different standards 
or standards  applicable· only  to 
workers  of  a  specified  sex, 
except  as  provided  for  in 
subparagraphs  (h}  and'  (i:).,.  as 
regards the guarantee or retention 
of  entitlement  to  deferred· 
benefits when a worker feaves a 
scheme  .. 
Where  the  granting  of benefits 
within the: scope of  this Directive 
is left.  to  the- discretion, of the 
schemers management  bodies~ the 
latter must  take account  of the 
principle of  equal treatment. 
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(h) 
(iJ 
(j} 
2. 
setting diiTcrcnt levels of bencf 
except  in  so  far  as  may  I 
necessary  to  take·  account  ' 
actuarial  catculatiort  facto 
which differ according to sex·· 
the:  case  of defrned-contributic 
scfiemes; 
setting  different  l'evel•s 
work:eB' contributioRs: 
setting  different.  level's  f< 
emp[oyer8' contributions: exce;p. 
in:  the.  case- of define¢ 
contribution  ·schemes  i 
the aim is to egyalize tfJ 
amount  of  tfte.  fin: 
benefits or to· make· the 
more  nearly  equal'  f, 
bothi sexes; 
in  the  case  of  fundt 
defined-benefit  schem 
where.  th 
employer's  contributio1 
are intended to ensure tl 
adequacy  of  the.  fun( 
necessary  to  co:ver  ·  tl 
cost  of  the:  benefi 
definedh 
laying down·  different  standru·4 
or  standards  applicabfe  only 
workers  of  a  specified  se 
except  as  provided- for 
points (h) and (i.),  as regards t 
guarantee·  or  retention 
entitlement  to·  deferred  bene£ 
when a worker leaves a, schem 
Where  the  granting  of bene1 
within the. scope. of  this· Directi 
is  [eft to  the  discretion  of · 
scheme's management bodies; · 
·latter  must  comply  with. 
prinCiple of equal treatment. ,! 
Article 7 
Member.  States  shall  take all  necessary 
steps to ensure that: 
(a)  provisions  contrary  to .  ·the 
principle  of equal  treatment  in 
legally  compulsory  . collective 
agreements,  ·.  staff  ·rules.  of 
undertakings  or  _any  other 
arrangements  relating  to 
occupational· schemes  are  null 
and  void, or may be  d~lared  null 
and void or ilmendoo~ ·  ·  · 
·(b)  schemes.  containing  such 
provisions may  not be approved 
or  extended  by  '8dministr~tive 
measures. 
1. 
2. 
Article 8 
'  '  ' 
· Member  States  shall · take  all 
. necessary steps to ensure that the. 
provtswns  of  occup~tional 
schemes contrary to the principle 
of equal treatment are revised by 
1 January  1993. 
This Directive shall  not preclude 
rights and obligations relating to 
a  period  of membership  of an 
occupational  scheme  .prior  to 
revision  of  that  scheme  from 
· remammg  subject  to  the 
provisions of the scheme in force 
during  t~at period. 
1. 
2. 
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Article 7 
Unchanged· 
Article 8 · 
Memb.er  States  shall  take  the 
necessary steps to ensure that the 
provisions  of  occupational 
schemes  for  self-employed 
workers contrary to the principle 
' of equal  treatment  are  revised 
with effect from  1 January 1993 
at the latest. 
This Di.rective shall  not preclude 
rights and obligations relating to 
a  period  of membership  of an 
· occupational  scheme  for  self-
employed  workers  ·.prior  to 
revision  of  that  scheme  from 
remammg  subject  to  the 
provisions of the scheme in force 
during that period.  · Article 9 
Member  States  may  defer  compulsory 
application  of  the  principle  of equal 
treatment with regard to: 
(a)  determination of pensionable age 
(b) 
(c) 
. for the purposes of granting old-
age. or .retirement  pensions.  and 
the  possible  implications  for 
other benefits: 
either  until · the  date  on 
which  such  equatity  is 
achieved  m  statutory 
schemes. 
or, at the latest, unti1 such 
equality  is required by a 
directive. 
survivors'  pensions  until  a 
directive requires the principle of 
equal treatment in statutory social 
security schemes in that regard; 
the  application  of  the  first 
subparagraph of  Article 6(1 )(l)to 
take  account  of  the  different 
actuarial  calculation  factors,  at 
the latest until  the  expiry of the 
thirteen-year ·period  as from the 
notification of this Directive. 
Article lO 
Member States shall introduce into their 
national legal'  systems such .measures as 
are necessary to enable all  persons who 
consider themselves injured by faiiure to 
apply the principle of equal treatment to 
pursue  their  claims  before the  courts, 
possibly after bringing the matters before 
other competent authorities. 
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Article 9 
As  rep.rds  schemes  for  self-employe 
workers.  Member  States  may  deft 
compulsory application of the principl 
of equa:J treatment with regard to:  · 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
determination ofpensionable ag 
for  the  granting  of old-age  f 
retirement  pensions.  and  th 
·possible  implications  for  othe 
benefits: 
either  until  the  date  01 
which  such  equality  i 
achieved  in  statutor 
schemes. 
or. at the latest, until sue 
equality is prescribed by 
directive.; 
survivors'  pensions  until 
directive establishes the principl. 
of equal  treatment  in  statutor 
social  security  schemes  in  th< 
regard; 
the  application  of  the  fir: 
subparagraph  of  point  (i)  < 
Article  6(I) to  take  account  < 
the different actuarial calculatic 
factors,  at  the  latest  until  tl 
expiry  of A  thirteen-year  peric 
as  frollJ  notification  of  til 
Directive. 
Article 10 
Unchanged .. 
Article  II 
Member  States  shaU  take  'all  the · 
necessary  ~teps  to  ·  · protect··  _-wo(kers .· 
against dismissal where this'constitutes a 
response on the part ·of the employer to 
a complaint made at undertaking level or 
to- the  institution  of legal  prOceedings 
aimed at enforcing com-pliance with  the 
'  princi pic of equal' treatment:  . 
Article 12  · 
L  . Meml?.er  States  shall  bring  into 
force such  laws  •. regulations and 
admini~trative provisions  as  are 
necessary· in  order  to  comply· 
with. this  Directive  at  the  latest  _ 
. three .. years  after  notification 
· thereof.  They :shall  iQlmediately 
inform the Commission thereof. -
· 2.  M e'in be  r  States  · s h a 11  -
communicate to the  Commi~sion: 
at  the.  latest  five  years . after 
notification  of this- Directive all 
infonilation ·necessary to  enable 
the  Commission  to  draw  up · a 
report on  the application· of  this_ 
Directive· for  submi~sion to  the 
C6uncil. 
·  Articl_e  13 
This  Directive  ts 
Member States. •·  · 
addressed  to  the 
Article  II 
· Unch~ged  · 
I,; 
Article 12  · 
· Unchangect _ 
Article 13. 
Unchanged  .  . 
--- -~ ·.(Article  2 •  ~f the  Dir~ctive  amending 
Directive 86/3 78/EEC) 
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· I:  ·  ·  Any·  measure  implementing this 
Directive. ·  as  regards  paid 
.. workers.  must cover all  benefits 
derived ·  from  periods .  of 
employment  subsequent  .  to  ~ 
171\1ay 1990- and  shall  apply 23 
retroactively to that date'.  without 
prejudice  to  workers  or  those. 
dajming under  them  who  have.· 
before  that  date,  initiated  legal 
proceedings  or  raised  an 
equi-valent  claim  under  national 
taw.  In  that  event.  the 
implementation  measures  must 
apply  retroactively  to  8 April 
-1976  (or.· for  Member  States 
which acceded to the Community 
after that date. the date on which 
Article -J 19 became applicable on 
their territozy) and must cover all 
the benefits .derived from periods 
of employment after that date. 
For  Member  States  whose 
accession  took  place  after 
17 May  1990.  the latter date  is 
replaced by 1 January 1994. 
2.  Paragraph  1  shall  not  affect 
national  rules  relating  to  time 
limits for bringing actions under 
national  law.  which  may  be 
relied  on  against  workers  who 
assert  their  right  to  equal 
treatment  in  the  context 'of an 
occupational  pension  scheme, 
provided  that  they  are .  not  less' 
favourable for that type of action 
than  for  similar  actions  of  a 
domestic nature and that they do 
not  render  the  exercise  of 
Community  law  impossible  in 
praCtice. 
(Article  3  of the  Directive  amending 
Directive 86/378/EEC) 
1.  Member  States  shall  bring  into 
force  the  laws,  regulations  and 
administrative  proviSions 
necessary· to  comply- with  this 
. Directive by 1 July  1996.  They 
shall  immediately  inform  the 
Commission, thereof. 
( 
... .  .  . 
When Member ·states adopt these 
provisions.  these· shan·· contain.· a 
reference . to  this  'Directive . or 
shall  be  acc~mpanied  by  Such 
· ·  · reference  at  the · time  of their 
. ,  ..... 
"'\_. 
Done at Brussels, 24 July  1986 
For the Council 
The. President· 
A. clark 
I'"  ··' 
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official  ·publication:.  The 
procedure for such reference shall 
·be adopted.·by Member States.  · 
2.  Member  States  shall 
communicate to the Commission  . 
. at the.  latest two  years  after  the. 
_ entry into force of this Directive; 
. all  . inforriiation · necessary . ·to 
·emible  the Commission to  draw. 
up a report on the application of 
this Directive.  ·  ·  · 
(Article  4  of the .  Directive . amending 
Directive 86/3 78/EEC) 
This Directive shall  enter into force  on 
. the  twentieth  day  following  that  of its 
publication· in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
(Article  5 -of the  Directive  amending 
. Directive 86/378/EEC)  . 
This  Directive  1s 
Me1J1b.er  States~· 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President 
addressed  to  the 
'. '_. 
BA<:KGROUND 
.  . 
Under Article 119 of the_.Treaty.  "pay" means not only wages or salary but also "any other 
consideration, whether in  cash or in kind,  which the worker receives, directly or indirectly, 
, .  in  respect of his  employment from  his employer".  One of the  first  questions  raised  was 
,  whether "any other consideration" was intended' to include benefits and contributi<ms relating 
to:occupationaf schemes, i.e. company or supplementary-schemes. This issue also lay at the 
heart of the reference for a preliminary ruling ~n Ca~e 80/70 Defrenne v Belgian State: In its 
.ju~gmertt of25 May 1971  (Case 80(70)1
1> Defrenne, the Court of  Justice clarified its position, 
e~cluding  statutory social security schemes from the concept of  "any other consideration". The 
Court,  following. the  conclusions  of the  Advocate~General,  said  that  the :concept  ·of 
considerations paid directly or indirectly, in cash or in kind, could not encompass benefits of 
statutory social.security schemes without any element of agreement within the enterprise or 
the  occupational  branch  copcemed,  and  obligatorily  applicable  to  general  categories  of 
workers.  The Court noted that, for the funding of these schemes, workers,  employers, and 
public authorities contribute to an extent determined less by the employmenr relationship 
between  workers and employers than by considerations of social  policy.  For these reasons, 
the Court concluded that "any other consideration" could not be regarded as encompassing 
benefits of statutory social security schemes. On the other hand, however, as the Commission 
deduced immediately, this line of reasoning means that company occupational  schemes are 
included,  as it is precisely  these which  arc not directly  governed by  law.  They involve an 
element of agreement within the enterprise or the branch, they (lre not compulsory for general 
categories of workers but only for those categories covered in  the enterprise or the branch, 
and are financed by employers or workers who contribute directly; depending on the schemes' 
funding  requirem~nts and not on ·considerations of social  policy. 
When Directive 75/117/EEC(2J on equal pay, clarifying the scope of Article 119 of  the Treaty, 
. was being drawn up, the question of including occupational schemes in the material scope of 
the Directive again arose, since the case law of the Court, even in- 1971, implied that benefits· 
accruing from  such schemes co_nstituted an element of pay. 
Nevertheless,  as  it  would  be difficult  to harmonise  the  situation  as  regards  occupational 
-schemes- without doing so for statutory schemes (in as far as the .two are complementary), it 
was thought preferable not to deal  with occupational schemes in Directive 75/117 on equal 
pay but in  a separate directive.  · 
(I) 
(2) 
ECR 1971, p.  455. 
Council  Direct~ve 75/117/EEC of 10 February 1975 on the approximation of the laws 
of the Member States relating to the application of the principle of equal pay for men 
and women:  OJ No L 45,  19.2. 1975, p.  19. 
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\.  o  r, .  .  .  '  .  \  .  ,; 
Moreover,  . the  second  directive  dealing  .with  equal  treatment  for  men  and  women, 
Directive 76/207(
1
) adopted on  <)February ]·976 ·concerning ·equal "treatment as regan;ls access 
to employment: vocational training_and promotion, "imd  working conditions, excluded social 
·security from  its scope, stating (Article 1(2)) that the Council, acting on a proposal from the 
Commission, would at a later stage adopt a directive dealing· specifically with social Security ..  · 
~  .  .  .  .  . '  .-- .  .  .  . . 
:fhus,  an  initial  proposal  for· a Council. Direttive on'-equal  treatment in  th~ field .of social 
security :.presented by the Commissidn· in  1977, was intend~d to apply to ·all  schemes; whether 
statutory 'or occupational, public or priv"ate.- ·  · ·  ·  · 
.r  ....  •  : 
The third Directive,· 79/7/EEC'
4
> adopted on 19  December  1978, .aimed  at  the  progressive. 
implementation of the  prin~iple of equal treatment f<?r  men 'and  wom~n  in matters of social 
security,  was nevertheless restricted to statutory  schel}les;  .excluding occupational  schemes, 
. the c~uncil having opted  fo~ gradual implementation of the_ prinCiple of equat _treatm~nt for . 
men and women in· the social'security field. Moreover, though restricted to statUtory schemes 
only~ this Din~ctive also excluded from its scope a number of key aspects such as sm:vivors' 
benefits, .family. beri.efi~s and retirement age.  '  .  . . 
To repair the omissions vis-a-vis occupational scheme's, the C<;>mmission submitted aproposal 
for  a Directive in  i 983(
5>.  Directive 86/3 78/EEC,  adopted by  the Councii on ·24  J~ly 1986, 
applies· to occ.upational. or .supplementary schemes as defined in  Articie 2 but does n.ot  cov~r 
retirement age or survivors' benefits.  · 
. To.make good.~he shortcomings. ofDirectives 79/7/EEC and  86i378/EEC, the  Commi~sion 
presented on 23  October 1987 a proposal  for a Directive completing the  impier:nentation of  .. 
.  ·.  the ;pri'nciple .of equal' tre.atment for  rtien  and  women ih  statutory  and  occupatiqnid  social 
security  schemes  [COM(S7)' 494 final].  This  proposal is  still  pending before the Cbuncil 
· despite being endorsed. by the European Parliament cl"nd the Economic and Social Committee.  ...  - '  .  .  . .  .  ~  - .  . 
\  .  . .  '  : 
A highly ·significant case-law development occt.med in the meantime. Even ·before the Barber 
juqgment, the Court had confirmed in 1986 the implicit" ruling giv~n in the above-mentioned  . 
· Defrenne_f judgment in-1971(
6>,  namely  that only benefits ·deriving from  a statutory sodat. 
security scheme· ~ere outside the scope o(Article :119 of the Treaty. The Court accordingiy 
· ruled, on i J May  1986 in Case 170/84 Bilka-Kaufuaus v Weber(7),that. the exclusion of part-
. time employees from  an occupational·pension scheme funded' by- the emp~oyer cqnstitutes an 
· infringement of Article 119  of.the EC Tn'i'aty,  where  such  exclusion  affects. a far greater 
.  (3) 
(6) 
(7) 
· Council  Directive  76/207/EEC  of 9 -Februaiy  1976  on  the  implementation  of the 
principle of equal  treatment for men aqd women as  regards ,access to eniplqyment, 
. vocational training and promotion, and working conditions:  OJNo L 39,  14:~.1976, · 
p.  40.  .  . 
.  <;ouncil Directive i9/7  /EEC of  19 December 1978 on ,the progressive implementation 
ofthe·principle of  equal treatment fo.rmen and women in  ma~ers of.social security: 
. OJ  No L .6',  I 0.1.1979, p.  24;.  . 
Cotlncil Directive 86/378/EEC of 24 July 1986 on the implementation of  the principle 
• of equ_al  treatment for men and women in occupational social  security schemes: ·. 
OJ.No L 225,  12.8.1986, p.  40.  .  .  .  .  .  , 
ECR 1971,  p.  44\ Case·  80/70 Defreime v Belgian. State ("Defrenne I"r · 
ECR 1986,  p.  1607.  ..  .  .  .  . 
26 numbl!r  ~>f_ women  than  men,  unl.css  the  employer  shows  that  the  exclusion .is  hascd  on 
objectively j usti lied  factors unrelated to any  di scri 111 i  nation on grounds or sex. 
In its judgment of 'I 7 May  1990 (Case 262/88 Barber) the Court confirms its earlier case law 
(Case  170/84 Bilka), leaving .no further room for doubt; social benefits under the·terms. of  an 
occupational scheme fall  within the concept of pay within -the meaning of Article 119 of the · 
·Treaty. 
Discrimination between men  an~ women in occupational social security schemes.is generally 
prohibited and  not only when the age of entitlement to a pension is established or when an 
occupational pension is  offered by way of compensation for dismissal on economic grounds. 
(the facts of  Case 262/88 Barber).  The· main  exceptions to the principle of equal treatment· 
provided for in Article 9 of Directive 86/378/EEC (retirement ages varying according to sex;  . 
survivors'  pensions),  which  already  existed  in  the. corresponding  Directive  dealing  with 
'statutory social security schemes(
8
), are rendered null and void for paid workers. It is clear that ' 
Directive 79/7/EEC is  not  affected by  the  Rarber judgment since the benefits -provided by 
· statutory social security schemes are ·not considered as pay within the meaning of Article 119 
· of the Treaty. What is more, ~erogation from  the principle of equal treatment under the latter 
Directive is valid until the above-mentioned 1987 proposal for a Directive is adopted by the· 
Council. 
Nevertheless the Court did,  when handing down the Barber. judgment, leave some doubt as  · 
to the (retroactive) effects in time of application of Article 119 of the Treaty on occupational 
social  security schemes. 
A number of requests for  preliminary  rulings have been referred to  the Court,  seeking to' 
clarify the. Barber judgment and the actual  scope of ap-plication of Article 119 in connection 
with  occupational  social  security schemes. 
Before the  Court's judgment,  the  Heads  of State  and  Government  meeti'ng  in  Maastricht  . 
signed  a supplementary  protocol  to Article 119  of the Treaty which appears in the Treaty  · 
- establishing  the  E~ropean Union  and. which  is  intended  to  limit  the  effects  in  time  of 
Article 119 of the Treaty in connection with occupational schemes.  · 
According to this protocol: 
"For the  purposes of Article 119, benefits .under occupational  social security schemes shall 
not  be considered  as  remuneration  if and  in  so  far  as  they  are  attributable to periods of 
employment  prior  to  17 May  1990  (date  of the  Barber judgment),  except  in  the  case of 
workers or those claiming under them who have before that date initiated legal proceedings 
or raised an equivalent claim under the applicable national law". 
The Couri, in its judgments of 6 October 1993  (Ten Oever),  14 December 1993  (Moroni), 
22  December 1993  (Neath) and six judgments of 28  September 1994 (including Coloroll), 
confirms this interpretation of  the retroactive effect of  the application of  the principle of equal 
treatment between men and women in occupational schemes for paid workers.  · 
(8)  Abovementioned Directive 79/7/EEC, OJ No L 6,  10.1.1979,  p.  24;  see Defrenne I 
judgment above. 
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..  ··"In Case .C:-199/91  ''Ten Oever" {j'udg!ll~rh or'6 O~tober-1993),the Court c~nfiims that Anicle 
'  119  applies  to  surVivor~' benefits provided by' an 'occupatiomiJ  social  security scheme with  ' 
effect from::I7  May  1990 and discrimination between men and women ·ls·no longer_ permitted; 
from  that date.as r~g~rds thegran,ting of  such .benefits.  '  '  .  ' 
In  Case  C'-:110/91  "Moroni"  Gudgrrtent  of'l4 December  ]993), the Court  confirms  that 
Article 119. of  the Treaty applies to all -.types of occ-upational  scheme ~nd; consequeritly,"the 
age Qf entitlement to an  l)Fd-age~ or retirerm~nt  p~nsion pursuant.to such ·schemes must be the  .· 
~arne for  bot~ sexes with effect.fro£Jl17 May  1990. ·  · ·  ·  · 
·,·::--. 
·In Case C-152/91 ·''Neath"  (judgment of 22  December  1993) ~nd Case C-200/91  "C~Ioroll". 
(judgment of 28  September  1994),  the  Court specifies that employees' ,contributions:to an· 
- occ~pationaf social  s~curity scheme'must be the same for both' sexes since they constitute an' . 
element  of pay  .within  the  meaning  of Article 'I  19. of.  the  Treaty. -On  the  other.· hand,  · 
employers' contributions to such schemesimiy' differ according to sex in so far as they are . 
. ' based' on objective actiJ(lriai calculations which take accot.in_t of the longer life expectancy. of 
-women. 
· With regard to the_ problem of taking account -~factuarlal f(lctors differing according t~  sex 
for the calculation of contributions and benefits under occupational  schemes,- it should be 
borne in  mind that the Commission, iri  its proposal  of~3  April  1983(COM(83) 2l9 final),' 
~hich was the forerunner to Directive 86/378/EEC;  gave a non-exhaustive list, in Article 6, 
of certain provisions'contrary'to the principle of equal treatment. The main problem withthis 
Directive stems from. this Article, and 'particularly paragraphs·{h) and (i). ·· 
Directive 86,1378/i:mc  provides that the  schemes may-take account or'  actuarial calcul~tion. 
factors ·w~ich dif(ef  according  tq  sex in respect -of employers'  contributions. and  benefits' 
designated a:S  contribution-defined.  At  first sight, the exceptions r~late  to schemes entailing 
define<;l  corit~ibtitions,  b~,!t it has  ~0 be said that the adoj)ted·text is not very cl.ear and,  in the 
.course of  cqnsultations aimed at ainendingDirective S6/J78, invofving government experts~·~ 
perisimt funds andJhe social  partners; al!  the Pctr:ties  were agreed that the text  needed.t~  be 
·clarified. .  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  - ·  - ·  · 
The situation surrounding'the·pro~isions  ~f  ArtiCle 6(hj and (i) has been· clarified by the case · 
. law oftheCourt~ and more particularly by the above..: mentioned judgment~ of 22 December 
·1993 .(Case  C~152/9l Neath) and 28 Septemper 1994 (Case. C-200/9.1  Colorqll).  According 
-to the Court, the use·of actuarial faCtors differing according to sex  in: funded defined.,benefit 
occupational pension schemes does not fall within the scope ofArticle. 119 ofthe EC Treaty. 
'  .  .  - .  ·- .  '  '  .  .  .. 
The  Court  points  out  that this  cor;clusion necessarily·  extends. to- specific  aspects  of- the 
que~tions_  referred to it  f~:>r a preliminary ruling in the Neath- and Coloroll cases, namely the . 
capitalisation of part of the periodic pension and the transfer of  pension rights, whose value 
.. cari  only be detenriiried in teffils of the funding arrangements. .  ,. - -
..  \ 
'·The Cour:t goes on to _p,ointoiJt that employees' contributions must. be the same for both sexes . 
.  ·  in a contributory occupational scheme  .. Iiicondusion is based on the idea that, in the context 
of occupational pensions, Article ·119 covers only wliat is promised by the employer, i:e. 'the-· 
-rieriodic benefits accruing from the pension .to be received once the retirenient age  h~s been:'  -
I,  •  '·  '  ~ .  •  .  '  ~  •  •  •  - .  •  ·'  .  •  .  "  c  •  •  • 
·~- ··, 
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.  \· attained .. The employer's .contributions thus d·o.not fall  within the scope of Article 119 nor do 
the sums  tr~nsfcrrcd from  one 'pension  fund  to anothcd'ollowing a change of job.  . 
Jhese factors are clearly r'elated to the "fynding" of a pension scheme and are not; according 
to the Court's line of reasoning, covered by Article 119. What is less clear is-whether this line 
of reasoning also excludes from the scope of Article  119 the capital sum which some schemes 
. provide in  return  for  relinquishing  one's claim  to  part of the normal  pension.  The  Court 
clearly considers that capital formation of  this type i's excluded from the scope of  Article 119 
(point n  in  the grounds for  the Neath judgment). Nevertheless·;  it must  be,_ noted• that the· 
capitalisea  suin  merely  represents a substitute for  part of  the normal  pension and that the 
Court's line of reasoning applies only to defined-benefit schemes.  ·  .  · 
It follows  from  the  above  that  the  provisions of  Article 6(h)  and  (i),  as  adopted by. the 
Council of  M~nisters, remain consistent with Artide 119 of the Treaty. There is, however, a 
. need. for  certain adjustments to help  clarify' matters,. e.g.  by  making a distinction between . 
defined-contribution  schemes  (where the employer  promises  a  contribution)  and  defined- . 
benefit schemes (where the employer's promise is the final  benefit). 
For  this  reason. the  Commission  feels  that~  henceforth,  no  reference  should  be  made  to 
actuarial factors which differ according to sex for the contributions of paid worker_s. 
As  far  as  the employer's contributions are concerned;  the  Court has ruled expressly on  the 
amount to be paid in the context of defined-benefit schemes where,  according to the Court, 
this  amount  may  vary  according to  sex  to  take account  of differing  actuarial  calculation 
factors.  On  the other hand,  the Court has not ruled on the amount of such contributions if! 
defined-contribution schemes.  In the light of the judgment of 9 Novemb~r 1993  in Case C- · · 
132/92 Birds Eye Walls, that differences in employers' contributions under such schemes may 
be permitted on  condition that the aim  is to achieve equal pensions for both sexes. 
On  28  September  1.994,  in  addition to. the judgment in  Case C-200/91  Coloroll, the Court 
further  clarified,  in  five  other judgments,  the  scope  of Article 119  of the Treaty  and  its 
·application in connection with occupational social  security schemes. 
The judgment in Case 200/91  Coloroll, besides the issue of actuarial·factors,  confirms the 
main  principles laid down  in previousjudgments of the Court (Ten Oever,  Moron.i,  Neath), 
providing further clarification in  certain areas such as the fact that Article  119 of the Treaty 
is not applicable to schemes which have at all  times had members of only one sex and that 
Article  119  may  be  relied. on  by  both  employees  and  their  dependants  against trustees· 
(administrators of occupational  schemes) who are bound to observe the principle of equal  · 
treatment (employer's and trustees'· respective obligations)..  ·  · 
/  .  .  . 
In  its judgments in Cases 408/92 Smith a,nd  28/93  Van den Akker, the Court considers that 
Articl:e  119 of  the Treaty must be interpr~ted in the sense that it preCludes an employer from 
making the retirement age equal by raising· the age for women to that for men in relation to 
periods of service completed between  17 May  1990 (date of the Barber judgment) and the 
date  on  which  the  new measures  come  into  force,  in  order  to, comply 'with  the  Barber 
judgment. 
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All  in all, as regards periods c>f service completed between  17  May  1990 and the date of  entry 
into force  of the  rule by  which  the scheme ,imposes a uniform  retirement age,  Article 119 
does  not allow a  situation of equality to be achieved  o~herwise than  by applying to male 
· employees the same arrangements as those enj?yed by female employees.  ·  · 
On the other hand, as regards. periods of service completed after the date of entry into force 
of the egalitarian measures, Article 119 does not prevent the raising of the retirement age for 
women to that for men. As regards periods of  seniice prior to 17 May 1990, Community law 
imposed  no· obligation  which would justify retroactive  reduc~ion of the advantages which 
women enjoyed.·  ·  ·  · 
..  The judgments  i~ Case C-57/93 Vroeg~  and C~se c.:·128/93 Fisscher have to do with the right 
ofpart,..time workers tojoin an occupational pension scheme.  · 
The  Court,  confirming  its  previous· case  law  (Case  C-170/84  Bilka),  considers  that  the ·· 
exclusion of part-time workers from membership of an .occupational scheme may constitute 
indirect discrimination against women prohibited by Article 119 of the TreatY if there is no 
·objective justification for such exclusion. The limitation of the effects in time of the Barber 
judgment of 17 May 1990 as well as the Protocol No 2 concerning Article 119 of the Treaty 
do .. not apply  to the right to join an  occupa~ional pension  scheme,  which  continues to be 
governed  by the Bilka judgment of 1J May  1986.  Since the latter judgm~nt included no 
limitation in time, the direct effect of Article 119 can be relied upon in order retroactively to 
claim equal treatment in relation to the right to jqin an occupational pension scheme.and this 
may be done as from 8 April  1976, the date of  the Defrenne II judgment in which the Court 
held for the first time that Article 119 has direct effect. 
The fact that a worker can claim retroactively to join an  occupational pension scheme does 
·not allow the worker to avoid payirig the contributions relating to the period of membership 
. concerned.  · 
National. rules relating to time limits for bringing actions under national .law may be relied 
on against workers who assert. their right to join an  occupational pension scheme, provided 
· that. they are not less favourable for such actions than for similar actions of a domestic nature 
and that they do not render the exercise of rights conferred by Community law impossible 
. in  p~actice. 
In  its judgmentin Case  c.:.7/93  Beune,  the Court sets out the criteria according to which 
Article 119 applies in connection with certain schemes for Civil  servants. 
Consequently, since this case law and the supplementary protocol to Article 119 of  the Treaty 
signed in Maastricht necessarily mean that certain pro~isions of  Directive 86/378/EEC, which · 
. appear to authorise exceptions (particularly in Article 9), are not applicable to paid workers, 
,  . 
the Cotnmission is proposing this Directive amending Directive 86/378/EEC in order to make 
it consistent with Article 119.  · 
30 IMPACT OF_ 'TUE PROPOSAL :(}N BUSINESSES, WITH 
SPECIAL REFERENCE 'Rl SMALL AND 'MEDIDM-SUED EN1'ERPRISES 
T,akiitg account ,of  the priari!P1e of  subsidiarity, why is Commun'i'ry 
.. legislation .necessary in tJliis .area and what .are its .mo:m .aims.? 
.  .  .  .  - '  . 
This question is irrelevan-t >to  the pr:e5ent  proposal  for a Directive.  The objective is to 
bring an act of secondary 1e,gislation ({Directive 86/3 78/EEC) into 1ine with .a proVision 
of primary legislation (Article 119 of ae  Treacy) as interpreted by the CQurt of  .Justice. 
A proposal for a Djrectiv:e is  ,fhe only way to do this. 
II 
Who will be "!ffected by the proposa'l! 
All  occupati.ona]  social  security  schemes establiShed_  ~y ;an .employer for bis workel'S 
within  the :meaning of Article 2  of Directive 86/378lEEC :are affected, :inCluding :those 
established Within :small-and medium-Sized enter;pitl>es .  .Jn:actmil_:practi:c~, very few  :small 
and  medi'1.l1'I!l-'.Sized enterprises Wil!1 he :affected. 
ln!at Will ·'businesses ihave to  ~do to :comp!y with the;propostil? 
The  proposa1  merely darifres the fact. that Article  119  of the  Treaty  applies to all 
employees' occupatiomll social security :schemes, in the  'ligbt ofthe case-law ofthe  Court. 
Any supplementary schemes established 'by ·an employer for 'his workers must  respect the 
principle of equal treatment ·for men and women as .from 17 May 1990 and for  ;periods 
of employment _after  that date,  particularly With Ie_gard  to  the granting of cild..,age  or. 
retirement  ~penSions  ·and  ~vol'S'  penSions, ,ex~t:in  respect of  persons who before that 
date  had ·already initiated legal proceedings or raised an equivalent Claim  under the 
applicable national law_ 
It should 'be noted that :businesses :are in  :fact :al.rea~y obUged to com,ply. 
-. ... 
-~  .. 
What economic ,effects is the proposal likely to haye? 
'The proposal for  ~ Directive as  such wii(  have no ~cono~ic effects, as  it  is of a purely 
declaratory nature in  relation to iaw which already exists. .  · 
.  i 
. noes ·the proposar contain  ~asur~  to take accoun.i of  the specific situation 
of  smaU .and medium-sized firms (reduced or different requirements, ·e(c.)? 
- . 
No. It is a matter of darifiyatiort of a directly applicable Article, of-the. T·~eat}r _ 
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